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In today’s world, digital security is a must. Securing company data and

protecting user identities and privacy is essential. Malicious entities are trying to

infiltrate your systems to gather data, steal trade secrets and steal user and

consumer identities. The question is not ‘if’ but ‘when’ this will happen.

The Identity Security Problem

The average attacker has access to systems for 6-

8 months before being detected. The infiltration of

companies has increased exponentially. Consumer

and internal user data is exposed resulting in

identities being stolen, company’s reputations

being diminished, share value being lost and

staggering costs in fines and legal fees.

It is essential to achieve regulatory compliance. The law states that it is a

company’s responsibility to protect their consumers data. It also states that you

are held liable if a breach were to occur.

In our ever-connected digital age, we help

protect you and your consumers with a

trusted identity solution from Microsoft with

Azure Active Directory. With billions of

authentications daily, Microsoft’s platform

provides modern security solutions with a

suite of tools and strategies that protect your

user identities and corporate data while

achieving the compliance sought after.

Microsoft is a trusted identity provider you can trust. 

We help you achieve regulatory compliance, protect 

your corporate data and user identities.
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The Secure Framework
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How do you defend yourself?

We use our digital identity at work, at home and across every app, service and
device we engage with. It’s part of everything we do in today’s world. This is
true be it purchasing tickets for an event, shopping online, checking into a hotel,
or even ordering lunch. Our identity and all our digital interactions
are owned and controlled by other parties, some of whom we
aren’t even aware of.

If you have your own identity system for
your consumers, chances are that it’s not
as secure as you believe it to be. If a
malicious entity were to sit on your
network waiting for an opportune moment
to gather intel on your consumers or
employees, it only takes moments for you
to be breached and theirs and your
information to be leaked to the web.
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Hosting your identity provider is the ultimate way to ensure that the identity is
secure. Coupling that with best in class authentication using industry standards
for authentication including Single Sign-On (SSO) and MFA.

What is your Current State?

It is essential that all access to your applications is done with a modern 
identity management solution with modern security verification for each 
user such as Multi-Factor authentication (MFA). 

It is critical for businesses to protect all identities that
access their services and applications. When it comes to
your employees and your customers, securing their identity
is mission critical.
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A lot of questions come about for organizations when giving access to internal
resources is required:

• How do you provide access to the internal resources for your business
partners while securing that access?

• How do you manage that access to give and take away access to those
business partners should their access requirements change?

• How do you protect your Personally Identifiable Information and Internal
Processes from leaks out into the world?

• How do you verify the external identity so that compromised users from
business partners don't infiltrate your organization and take a foothold?

You must create a sound plan for all the above questions and implement
processes and a security strategy to cover all of you use case scenarios.

Business to Business
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Azure Active Directory Business-
to-Business (AAD B2B) allows
your company to grow and lets you
collaborate securely and share your
company's applications and services
with guests or users from any other
organization, while maintaining
control over your own corporate
data.

The Solution

Work safely and securely with external partners, large or small, even if they
don't have Azure AD or an IT department. A simple invitation and redemption
process let partners use their own credentials to access your company's
resources securely. Protecon developers use Azure AD business-to-business
APIs to customize the invitation process or build applications like self-service
sign-up portals.

Azure AD also provides single sign-on for your internal employees and external
partners providing a seamless experience for accessing applications.
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With AAD B2B, the partner uses their own identity management solution so
there is no external administrative overhead for your organization.

• The partner uses their own identities and credentials; Azure AD is       

. not required.

• You don't need to manage external accounts or passwords.

• You don't need to sync accounts or manage account lifecycles.

CONTROL 
PLANE FOR 

B2E AND B2B
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B2B Framework

Protecon offers best practice guidance and deployment for your AAD B2B

implementation around security, access management and invitations. Protecon

has performed a large number of B2B implementations. We are experienced

and know the ins and outs of a B2B deployment. We know what you should do

in certain scenarios and the external user lifecycle management within your

directory.

Real World B2B
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Consumers are not just individuals in the world seeking your products, they are 

also small business and large corporations. How do you provide secure and ease 

of access while providing security and compliance?

If you don't know how to answer the question above or believe your current 

process is inadequate, you are not alone.

Many companies are worried about making sure that their customers' personal 

information is secure and that consumers can access the applications and carts 

securely with a great experience. A lot of overhead comes from having to 

manage those identities as well as secure them, as well as manage your own 

corporate identities and provide the same level of security.

Customer Identity and Access Management

Azure Active Directory Business-to-Consumer (AAD B2C) is a modern

cloud identity service allowing you to connect to any customer who puts your

brand first. Governments and enterprises worldwide are using AAD B2C to

serve their applications to their citizens and customers with fully customizable

experiences. AD B2C protects their identities at the same time with SSO and

MFA. Built on Azure Active Directory, the highly-secure cloud identity

platform that handles billions of authentications per day. Azure AD B2C offers

that same scale, reliability and availability for your customer-facing applications

as well as social identity provider authentications.
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Business to Consumer

The Solution
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Here at Protecon, we make the configuration and onboarding of AAD B2C a 

very easy process. Protecon provides best practices on user sign-up, sign-in, 

profile editing and self-service password reset. You can choose from a simple out-

of-box experience or we can fully customize the user journey.
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Identity Experience Framework
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Protecon provides additional add-on services for AAD B2C that no other 

partner offers such as custom reporting, custom email verification and if you 

have many brands and applications that your consumers need to access, we 

offer a SSO portal for your consumers to access the applications that they 

need to access all from one place. We follow GDPR compliance standards and 

provide automated solutions for your consumers.

An Easy Process



Could you imagine that there is a huge difference between the two and what is 

perceived to be a B2B scenario, is in fact a B2C scenario? The infographic above 

should actually be considered a B2C scenario as the other business is technically 

a consumer of your products and services. 

There are many scenarios that require investigation but a few of the main 

scenarios are below:

• Do you have consumers of your services or products but don’t need them to 

access internal applications that requires an internal managed identity? This is 

more suited for AAD B2C.

• Do you have vendors that require access to internal systems which require an 

internal managed identity? You would think that the answer to this would be 

AAD B2B but you would then have to make sure that the partner company has 

as strict set of rules that they use to protect your internal or cloud 

infrastructure. However, this can be classified as an AAD B2C scenario in that 

you provide the ultimate security and access to your vendors while not 

accidentally giving them access to internal systems. 

• Do you partner with a company on development of products or services where 

roles-based access control is needed? This is a B2B scenario as you are working 

hand in hand with a mutual party for the success of both businesses. AAD B2B

is a collaboration platform between Azure Active Directory and external IDPs. 

Although, you will still need to validate the security measures that the partner 

company has in place to better protect yourself from external threats.
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What is the difference between B2B and B2C?
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Services Offered

➢ Full B2B and B2C discovery, planning and implementation services

➢ Implementation and customization of a B2B self service and access portal

➢ Full Customization of the Identity lifecycle for the consumers of your products 
and services

➢ Customization of the User Journey utilizing the Identity Experience Framework 
(IEF) with the ability to incorporate Protecon's advanced features and function 
sets:

▪ Custom SSO portal for your consumers to have access to your many 

brands or applications from one single portal hosted by you

▪ Advanced Application integrations through custom policy

▪ Advanced Reporting feature sets

o Utilization of Existing Marketing processes

▪ User migration application with a custom transition experience for a Just-

In-Time migration experience so that users will see a seamless transition

▪ Custom Email verification application for the user sign up process so that 

the email comes from you and not the Azure email service

▪ GDPR Compliance functions to maintain compliance for EU users

o Right to Be Forgotten

o Right to Access

▪ VAT and Federal Tax Exemption Validations (Summer 2019)

▪ Address Validation (Summer 2019)

➢ Integration with existing identity providers to provide additional security and 
authentication mechanisms such as:

▪ Other Azure Active Directories

▪ Other Enterprise Identity Providers
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B2B & B2C Secure Solutions

In today’s world, the risk of identity and data theft is a threat now more than 
ever. Utilizing modern security tools and automated security routines we help 
mitigate the risks associated with identity theft and data protection. 

Our B2B solutions allow your business to grow by providing a highly-secure 
cloud identity platform while protecting your corporate data and user and 
consumer identities. Our secure solutions offer security, scale and reliability for 
your customer-facing applications.

Each business has business specific needs. Our experienced staff will partner 
with you to create a modern security blueprint customized just for your 
organization. We provide the expertise needed to design, implement and 
maintain secure B2B and B2C solutions.

Ask about our included single sign on (SSO) solution. 

Contact us for more information: info@protecontech.com 

https://www.protecontech.com

B2B and B2C is not a black and white decision when it comes to which path you 
should choose. It is dependent on the scenario and prior planning is essential.

Key Points & Take Aways

➢ Are products and services being consumed?

o Use AAD B2C

➢ Are vendors assisting and accessing consumer data and managing the 

customer on your behalf?

o Use AAD B2C

➢ Are you working in mutual benefit with a business partner who needs 

access to your internal resources? 

o Use AAD B2B
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